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PRIDE AND PREJUDICE 
BY JANE AUSTEN    ILLUSTRATED BY ELLIE FABE

Artist Ellie Fabe Releases Limited 
Illustrated Edition of Austen’s 
Classic Tale

Spilling retro imagery of  the thirties through fifties onto 
watercolor landscapes, artist Ellie Fabe reenvisions the world 
of  Elizabeth Bennet with 39 brilliantly colored illustrations. 
In this special edition of  Pride and Prejudice, the unabridged 
text inspires Fabe’s dreamy depictions of  the characters and 
scenes that make this novel so unforgettable.  

Pride and Prejudice remains widely-read and celebrated for its 
astute look at social manners, comic characters, and 
Cinderella romance — and these innovative illustrations at 
once celebrate the text and expand it, taking up the feminist 
spirit of  Austen’s work. Fabe’s use of  iconic vintage images 
of  femininity to depict the social world of  women is both 
playful and deliberate, drawing parallels between the social 
conventions and restrictions of  1950s America and those of  
19th-century England. With each illustration, characters are 
reinvented — their faces change, as they are embodied by 
new figures clipped from old advertisements. This fresh 
approach invites readers to experience this classic novel 
anew. 

Perfect for Austen fans and new readers alike, this exquisite 
paperback features french flaps and premium color 
illustrations. Additionally, each book in this limited printing 
of  500 copies is numbered in gold foil. 
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JANE AUSTEN (1775-1817) is the 
author of  six novels and among the 
most widely-read authors of  English 
literature today,  known for the biting 
social commentary of  her romantic 
fiction. Austen’s heroines navigate the 
class and gender politics of  marriage, 
family, and the social order of  Britain 
at the start of  the 19th century. 

ELLIE FABE is a writer and artist, 
with a BFA from the University of  
Michigan School of  Art (1983). She 
lives in her hometown of  Cincinnati 
with her husband and their two sons. 
Her watercolor-collages, which have 
been shown throughout the Midwest, 
explore memory — its details and the 
icons that trigger it — by pairing 
vintage imagery with the immediacy 
and movement of  watercolor.
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